The modification of the work function of Sn-doped In 2 O 3 (ITO) by vacuum adsorption of 4-(Dimethylamino)benzoic acid (4-DMABA) has been studied using in situ photoelectron spectroscopy. Adsorption of 4-DMABA is self-limited with an approximate thickness of a single monolayer. The lowest work function obtained is 2.82 ± 0.1 eV, enabling electron injection into many organic materials. In order to identify a potential influence of the ITO substrate surface on the final work function, different ITO surface orientations and treatments have been applied. Despite the expected differences in substrate work function and chemical bonding of 4-DMABA to the substrate, no influence of substrate surface orientation is identified. The resulting work function of ITO/4-DMABA substrates can be described by a constant ionization potential of the adsorbed 4-DMABA of 5.00 ± 0.08 eV, a constant band alignment between ITO and 4-DMABA and a varying Fermi energy in the ITO substrate. This corresponds to the behaviour of a conventional semiconductor heterostructure and deviates from the vacuum level alignment of interfaces between organic compounds. The difference is likely related to a stronger chemical bonding at the ITO/4-DMABA interface compared to the van der Waals bonding at interfaces between organic compounds.
Introduction
Tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) is often used as transparent anode material in organic optoelectronic applications like organic light emitting diodes or photovoltaics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Highly efficient carrier injection and/or extraction from the transparent conducting oxide (TCO) into the organic is required, which depends on the work function of the electrode. It is therefore, desirable to control the contact properties ideally by an adjustable work function. The modification of the work function of transparent ITO electrodes has therefore, been widely investigated [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Another approach for modifying the work function is the formation of self-assembling monolayers (SAM), which utilize the self-limited adsorption of organic molecules [23, 24] . Several different molecular classes have been investigated in literature, e.g., thiols, phosphonates or carboxylic acids. The molecules forming SAMs consist of an anchor group which binds to the substrate, a spacer and the head group. In particular the head group may be customized to alter the molecular dipole to effectively change the electrode work function.
Next to the composition of the anchor group, the atomic arrangement at the electrode surface, its termination and possible adsorbates, determine the chemical bonds formed between the SAM and substrate. Regarding surface properties, surfaces of polar materials, such as indium oxide and ITO, can be classified into three types according to Tasker et al. [25] . In the case of In 2 and with a polar termination, respectively (see Figure 1 ). These surface have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally concerning surface reconstructions and stability [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . For sputtered indium oxide films it was found that the [111] surface is the most stable one over a wide range of oxygen partial pressures [29] . Significant difference of the ionization potential I P , which is the difference between the valence band maximum and vacuum energy, between the [100] and [111]-surfaces of In 2 O 3 could be observed as well [29] . The situation is more complex for doped In 2 O 3 due to dopant segregation [30, [34] [35] [36] . Some authors [17, 37] suggested that a surface treatment of the substrate may enhance the stability of the organic molecules. Especially the role of OH surface coverage is thought to be important for the attachment of the SAM. If solution based approaches for the SAM deposition or ITO films exposed to ambient air before functionalization are used, a high OH coverage can be assumed, while it is not that clear for a vapour phase deposition of the SAM. A surface functionalisation by a vapour phase deposition technique may be beneficial in terms of in-line device production. An activation of the surface by Ar-ion bombardment and thereby formation of a high density of reaction sites is discussed as well.
The alignment of electronic orbitals between organic molecules is generally discussed in terms of a vacuum level alignment, which can be modified by charge transfer dipoles [38] [39] [40] . The situation is similar to that of the band alignment between van der Waals surfaces of 2-dimensional layered chalcogenides [41] . If alignment of the vacuum level governs band alignment, a modification of the work function of the substrate should change band alignment. For ITO/organic interfaces, this behaviour has been explicitly demonstrated for example by Kugler et al. [8] . Interfaces between inorganic compounds are, on the other hand, governed by charge neutrality levels of induced gap states in the case of more covalently bonded materials [42, 43] , which results in the well-known Fermi level pinning. For materials with more ionic bonds, such as oxides and chalcogenides, it has been shown that the band alignment, in particular the valence band discontinuity ∆E VB , can be rationalized by considering the orbital contributions to the valence bands [44] [45] [46] [47] . For inorganic compounds, the energy band alignment is quite insensitive to the work function modifications of the substrate.
The influence of substrate surface condition (including work function) on the energy level alignment and resulting work function modification of inorganic compounds by SAMs is less well studied. In the present work 4-(Dimethylamino)benzoic acid (4-DMABA, see Figure 1b ) was used for the work function modification of ITO thin films. The carboxyl group is expected to bind to the surface, while the amino group should determine the change of work function [13, 37, 48] . All film depositions and characterization of surface composition and potentials using photoelectron spectroscopy were carried out in a single integrated UHV cluster tool. Radio frequency magnetron sputtering was applied for deposition of the ITO while 4-DMABA was deposited via the gas phase by thermal evaporation. Polycrystalline ITO films grown on quartz glass, treated by Ar-ion bombardment, oxygen plasma or exposure to H 2 O vapor and oriented ITO films grown on [100], [110] and [111] yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) single crystals were used for the adsorption of the organic molecules. The structure and the surface of the oriented films were investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). X-ray and ultra violet photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS and UPS) were applied to monitor the surface potentials.
Experimental
Thin film deposition, treatment and analysis by photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) were performed in the DArmstadt Integrated SYstem for MATerials research (DAISY-MAT), an ultra high vacuum cluster tool combining several vacuum chambers for thin film deposition and treatment and a Physical Electronics PHI 5700 (Physical Electronics, Inc., Chanhassen, MN, USA) multi-technique surface analysis system [32] . Sample preparation and surface analysis could therefore, be conducted without breaking the vacuum, assuring that no unintentional adsorbates affect the measurement signals.
ITO [29] were applied. Films were deposited simultaneously on substrates of all three orientations either under reducing or oxidizing conditions, i.e., using either pure Argon or a 10% Oxygen/90% Argon process gas mixture. Polycrystalline ITO films were grown on fused silica substrates, at a power of 1.23 W/cm 2 , a target to substrate distance of 6.9 cm, a pressure of 0.5 Pa, under reducing or oxidizing conditions and either not intentionally heated or at a substrate temperature of 400 • C. The crystallographic structure of the ITO films grown on YSZ was investigated using X-ray diffraction in θ − 2θ and in some cases in rocking curve geometry. Atomic force (AFM) and scanning electron (SEM) microscopy were used to analyze surface roughness and topography.
A wider range of ITO surface properties was achieved by treating selected samples either by Ar-ion etching, exposing to O 2 -plasma or H 2 O vapor. An area of 6 × 6 mm 2 was bombarded by Ar + for 10 min at an acceleration voltage of 1 kV, resulting in a current of 0.6 µA. For the oxygen plasma treatment a Atom/Ion Hybrid Plasma source GenII by tectra was used. The atom mode was utilized for 10 min at a pressure of 2.5 × 10 −2 Pa, a distance of 10 cm and a current of 40 mA. For the water exposure purified water was used and dosed by a special valve specified for atomic layer deposition. The samples were exposed to 25 cycles of H 2 O vapor, which consist of opening the valve to the water source for 0.5 s followed by 60 s pumping time.
The organic molecule 4-DMABA was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, Germany) with a purity of 99%. Custom made effusion cells using resistively heated alumina crucibles were used for their evaporation. The distance between the opening of the crucibles and the sample was 15 cm. The base pressure of the deposition chamber was 5 × 10 −9 mbar. Evaporation of the molecules was performed at 80 • C, resulting in a pressure of about 3 × 10 −7 mbar during deposition. The deposition time was controlled by rotation of the sample holder.
The photoelectron spectrometer is equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source and a Helium gas discharge lamp. The former was used to measure the X-ray photoelectron spectra with a photon energy of 1486.6 eV, while the latter was used for recording ultra violet photoelectron spectra in a state where the He-I emission line with a photon energy of 21.22 eV is dominating. A sputter cleaned silver foil was used as reference to calibrate the binding energies, which are given with respect to the Fermi energy. Core levels of the present elements i.e., O 1s, Sn 3d 5/2 , In 3d 5/2 , N 1s and C 1s as well as valence band spectra were measured by XPS. The core level spectra were evaluated according to the binding energy, peak shape and integral area to obtain information of the chemical environment and to extract the composition of the samples.
A bias of −4V was applied between sample holder and spectrometer during UPS measurements, which were performed in normal emission. The whole accessible energy range was recorded, i.e., the valence band region including the secondary electron cutoff E SEC . From the position of the secondary electron cutoff the work function can be extracted according to φ UPS = 21.2eV − E SEC . Due to changes of the valence band structure upon adsorption, the band bending changes at the ITO surface induced by the different surface treatments are extracted from the binding energy of the In 3d 5/2 core level. In order to reduce uncertainties of the surface potentials originating from the combination of two different excitation sources, the values for the work function discussed in this work are extracted from a combination of XP and UP spectra according to φ XPS = I P − E VB,XPS , where the ionization potential I P = E vac − E VB is derived from the UPS measurement I P = 21.2 eV − (E SEC − E VB,UPS ). Due to the ITO film thickness of less then 200 nm, both substrate and film reflections can be seen. The reflection at 2θ ≈ 39.5 • , which is observed for the samples deposited under oxidizing conditions, is related to Pt and originates from contacts which were deposited at the corners of the samples for conductivity measurements. All other reflections can be assigned either to YSZ or to ITO. Cu Kβ radiation causes the appearance of ghost lines at lower angles than the main reflection. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the rocking curves of the 200, the 220 and the 222 reflections (not shown) are all below 0.51 • . The mosaicity is therefore, considered as negligible, confirming oriented growth under the given conditions for all three surface orientations.
SEM Figure 3 . Under reducing conditions all grains exhibit a rectangular shape with the grain boundaries aligned at an angle of 45 • relative to the substrate edges and a pyramidal shape. The grain size of the film grown under oxidizing conditions is much smaller, making it difficult to analyze the shape in this case. However, the orientation of the grains relative to the substrate edges suggests a similar structure than for the film deposited under reducing conditions. The pyramidal shape of the grains is confirmed by AFM measurements, which are shown at the right of Figure 3 . The angle of the pyramidal faces relative to the substrate surface is derived using line scans to be ∼54 • . This coincides with the angle between [100] and [111] planes of the cubic lattice system. The orientation of the pyramidal base plane with respect to the sample edges is also consistent with the formation of [111] surface facets. This observation corresponds well with the fact that the [100] surface of ITO has the highest surface energy [28, 30] . It is also reasonable that the surface stabilizes by exposing the lowest energy [111] surface orientation. Unfortunately, we could not yet identify any deposition conditions to stabilize the [100] surface orientation, rendering an assessment of the modification of this surface orientation impossible at present.
ITO Surface Potentials
The surface potentials of ITO depend on deposition conditions and surface treatment [20] . Generally, the work function of a material is affected by changes of either the Fermi energy with respect to the band edges, E F − E VB , or the surface dipole, which affects the ionization potential I P = E vac − E VB . To monitor changes of the surface dipole it is therefore, necessary to take the Fermi energy and the work function or the ionization potential into account.
Values for ITO surface potentials, which were measured after different surface treatments, are given in Table 1 . As some surfaces were specially treated, those values are shown as well. The values for the Fermi energy, ionization potential and work function of the as-deposited ITO films vary between E F − E VB = 2.4-3.1 eV, I P = 7.3-7.8 eV and φ = 4.5-5.0 eV, respectively. The influence of the deposition parameters on these values were already reported earlier [20] and are in good agreement with the data given in Table 1 .
The highest Fermi energies and, correspondingly, the lowest work functions were measured on samples, which were deposited in a pure Argon atmosphere and at 400 • C substrate temperature. Oxygen in the process atmosphere results in a lower Fermi energy and a higher work function, but has no effect on the ionization potential, in agreement with previous studies [34, 49, 50] . Samples 1-9 in Table 1 were deposited from a heavily used ITO target with a deep race track. A new target of the same composition, from the same manufacturer and batch was used for the remaining samples. Comparing films 9 and 10, which were deposited onto unheated substrates, the film prepared from new target exhibits a lower Fermi energy (E F − E VB = 2.5 eV as compared to 2.8 eV from the old target), indicating a higher oxygen content in the film due to a more oxygen-rich target. The films deposited in pure Ar from the new target have even lower Fermi energies than the films deposited with oxygen from the old target (sample 7). The lower ionization potentials of the samples deposited at room temperature from the new target could be related to a different surface orientation, which has been observed to affect the ionization potential of room temperature deposited ITO films [32] .
Oxidative post deposition treatments are known to increase the ionization potential and the work function of ITO films [9, 20, 51, 52] . Sample 8, which was deposited at room temperature and then annealed at 400 • C in 5 Pa O 2 for 1 h, already exhibits a high ionization potential of 8.2 eV after this treatment, which is not further increased by the oxygen plasma treatment. However, the oxygen plasma treatment substantially lowers the Fermi energy and therefore, increases the work function of this sample.
Slightly reduced ionization potentials are observed after Ar-ion etching and after exposure to water vapor. The Fermi energy is slightly raised after these treatments. The ionization potential of the deposited ITO films does not depend on the orientation of the films. In the case of the [100] oriented film this is very likely related to the facetting of the surface described above. Nevertheless, according to DFT calculations [28] [29] [30] 33] , one would expect some differences between [110]-and [111]-oriented films, which both exhibit flat surfaces. A possible explanation for the independence on surface orientation is the segregation of the Sn dopant to the surface, which is particularly observed under reducing conditions [34] [35] [36] . A different surface composition will affect the surface dipole. Instead of exposing oriented In 2 O 3 surfaces, the actual surface composition may be SnO x resulting in an ionization potential independent of orientation.
Adsorption of 4-DMABA
X-ray photoelectron spectra of sample 13 measured in the course of deposition of 4-DMABA are shown in Figure 4 . The ITO film was grown in pure Ar at a substrate temperature of 400 • C. Similar spectra are recorded for all samples listed in Table 1 . A background subtraction using the Shirley-method was performed for the core levels [53, 54] . For better comparison of binding energies and peak shapes, all intensities were normalized to the In 3d 5/2 peak area. The valence band spectra were normalized by adjusting the maximum intensity to 1. No carbon or nitrogen is present at the surface of the as deposited film, ensuring a contamination free surface and that the C 1s and N 1s signals after deposition of 4-DMABA are solely due to adsorption of this species. The valence band has the typical shape of ITO [34] . The emission at binding energies 2-3 eV and the small intensity below the Fermi energy are only observed for oxygen deficient samples [34, 55] . The shape of the XPS valence bands does not change noticeably in the course of 4-DMABA deposition. This is due to the low coverage and the low photoionization cross-section of the C 2p photoelectrons [56] . The asymmetric peak shapes of the O 1s and In 3d peaks of the bare ITO film are related to screening effects of the core-hole by the conduction electrons [34, 55, 57] .
Adsorption of 4-DMABA is indicated by the occurrence of the N 1s and C 1s emissions. While the shape of the In 3d emission of the substrate does not change upon adsorption, a shoulder appears at the high binding energy side of the O 1s. The shoulder can be assigned to the carboxyl group of the 4-DMABA molecules. The O 1s and In 3d core levels are shifted slightly to higher binding energies, which is explained by a downward band bending.
The N 1s core level emission exhibits a single component, while three components can be identified in the C 1s spectrum. According to the chemical shifts, the component with the lowest binding energy can be assigned to carbon in the benzene ring, the intermediate component to carbon bound to nitrogen and the high energy component to the carbon in the carboxyl group [10, 58, 59] . The intensity ratio of the three components corresponds to the ratio of carbon atoms in the benzene, the amino acid and the anchor group of 6:2:1.
The C 1s and N 1s intensities and peak shapes do not change with increasing the deposition time from 5 to 15 min. The saturation of the signals indicates a self-limited adsorption on the ITO surface and therefore, suggests the formation of a monolayer of the organic species.
The secondary electron cutoff and the valence band region of the UP spectra are displayed in Figure 5 . The spectra were normalized for better comparison. As for the XPS valence band, the spectrum of the bare ITO sample also exhibits an emission at 2-3 eV binding energy related to the oxygen deficiency [34] . In contrast to the XPS valence bands, the shape of the UPS valence band is significantly changing upon adsorption of 4-DMABA due to the higher surface sensitivity and higher photoionization cross-sections of the molecule's valence orbitals. The new feature at low binding energies can be used to determine the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the adsorbed molecules in a similar way as the Fermi energy is determined. A pronounced shift of the secondary electron cutoff to higher binding energies indicates a substantial decrease of work function upon adsorption of 4-DMABA. Together with the small change of the Fermi energy, which is extracted from the XP spectra, the shift of the secondary electron cutoff and work function must be induced by a change of the surface dipole, as intended. The final position of the secondary electron cutoff is achieved after 5 min of adsorption time, indicating no impact of further adsorption on the surface dipole.
The stability of the organic molecules on the surface was tested by annealing at different temperatures in UHV. Only the spectra after the first annealing step at 100 • C for 10 min with a heating rate of 5 K/min are shown. A slight decrease in intensity of the N 1s and C 1s peaks is observed, but the shape of the peaks is not affected (see Figure 4) . This indicates that the molecules remain intact and only some desorption occurs at this temperature, which is further supported by the changes in the UPS valence band and the absence of a work function change.
Annealing at higher temperatures in UHV further decreases the intensity of the N 1s and C 1s signals but also results in a change of their peak shape, indicating a chemical decomposition of the molecules. The changes are also accompanied by a shift of the secondary electron cutoff towards the value of the bare ITO surface.
Stability tests were performed on different samples and in different vacuum chambers. The decomposition of the 4-DMABA reported above was observed when the annealing was performed in a chamber where no organic molecules have been deposited. In contrast, no changes of coverage and peak shape were observed after heating to temperatures up to 400 • C when the annealing was performed in the deposition chamber of the organic molecules. Very likely, re-adsorption of organic molecules from the sample holder or the chamber walls occurs in this case, erroneously indicating a higher thermal stability of the molecules.
Dependence on Surface Orientation and Treatment
In order to study the effect of different surface conditions of ITO onto the adsorption of 4-DMABA, oriented and polycrystalline ITO films were deposited under reducing or oxidizing process atmospheres. Some of the polycrystalline samples were treated after the deposition either by oxygen plasma, Argon ion-etching or exposure to H 2 O vapor. All experiments were carried out within the DAISY-MAT system, i.e., without exposure of the sample to air between the different steps. As described above, the processes result in a variation of surface potentials of the ITO surface. Moreover, the surface termination itself might be altered and therefore, a different bonding of the molecules to the surface may be established.
Depending on the deposition conditions, different surface potentials of the ITO thin films were obtained as listed in Table 1 and shown in Figure 6 . While the ionization potentials of all untreated films grown at high temperature amount to ∼7.7 eV, Fermi energies and therefore, work functions are affected by the process atmosphere. Room temperature films show lower ionization potentials. A post deposition treatment leads to both, a change of I P and Fermi energy. Table 1 are displayed at the bottom.
Starting from the conditions given in Table 1 , 4-DMABA adsorption experiments were carried out. It is observed that the adsorption behaviour is not affected by the initial film condition. Identical intensities, peak shapes and similar binding energies are observed for all samples. Regarding the stability of the molecules on the surfaces, also no dependence on surface treatment was observed. The decomposition started above 100 • C for all samples.
The presence of a hydroxyl termination of the substrate surface is often discussed as essential for the formation of a SAM [11, 13, 17, 52, 60] . In this work all films were grown, treated and analysed within the DAISY-MAT system without breaking vacuum. Moreover, ITO deposition, treatment and organic molecule adsorption were all performed consecutively without delay within one day. While the formation of a hydroxyl termination of the ITO surface by outgasing of Hydrogen from the stainless steel vacuum chambers cannot be excluded [61] , the OH coverage on the ITO surfaces is considered to be rather low. Only after exposure to H 2 O vapor do we expect a complete coverage of the ITO surface with OH groups. In this case, a shoulder at the high binding energy side of the O 1s peak appears, which indicates a hydroxyl termination. It has also been pointed out that XPS measurements do not give direct evidence for the presence of OH groups [52] . Such uncertainties are, however, less pronounced in the present case as compared to ex-situ studies of chemically treated surfaces, where a multitude of surface species can contribute to the shoulder in the O 1s emission. No significant difference in coverage or stability of 4-DMABA of the water exposed surface could be observed. This indicates that a substantial OH coverage is not decisive for the adsorption of the chosen molecules, which is consistent with the independence on surface orientation and treatment.
The surface potentials after adsorption of 4-DMABA are included in Figure 6 . Fermi energies are hardly affected by the adsorption of the molecules with exception of the room temperature films, which show a slightly larger shift. Therefore, no significant electron transfer between ITO and 4-DMABA occurs.
A comparison of the work functions of the films after adsorption to the HOMO energy of the 4-DMABA molecules is shown in Figure 7 (left). Work functions of the samples obtained from ITO films deposited at high temperature are very similar with a variation of ∼0.3 eV. Including samples deposited at room temperatures the total variation of the work function after adsorption amounts to 1 eV. It is evident, however, that the work function after adsorption is linearly related to the HOMO position. This is indicated by the fit in the left graph of Figure 7 , which exhibits a slope of −1. Consequently, the ionization potential of the organic molecule is constant with a value of 5.00 ± 0.08 eV and the variation of the work function after adsorption is only caused by a variation of the Fermi energy. Such a behaviour would be reasonable for adsorbed species with weak chemical interaction with the substrate as for interfaces between organic molecules [38] [39] [40] . In the case of chemically bound SAMs, such a behaviour is not necessarily expected due to the modification of the electronic structure of the molecule. Figure 7 . The Fermi energies in ITO are not straightforward to extract from the spectra due to different binding energy shifts of the various levels [34, 55] . Consistent values could only be derived considering UPS and XPS valence band and In 3d 5/2 core level spectra together. The two energy axis in the right graph of Figure 7 for the HOMO level of the 4-DMABA (right axis) and the valence band maximum for ITO (left axis) span 0.95 eV. In spite of different absolute values, both energies follow the same trend. The mean value of the difference between both energies amounts to 1.15 ± 0.09 eV. The constant difference between the ITO valence band maximum and the HOMO of 4-DMABA indicates a fixed constant energy band alignment between the two materials. In other words, the variation of the work function of the ITO/4-DMABA is only determined by the variation of the Fermi energy in the ITO substrate. The work function of ITO before adsorption does not determine the work function after adsorption. This is different from the reported behaviour that the energy band alignment between ITO and organic molecules can be modified by manipulating the ITO work function [8] .
The different values related to the formation of the ITO/4-DMABA interface and the resulting work function of the samples are plotted in Figure 8 vs. the work function of the ITO substrate before adsorption. As already outlined above, the ionization potential and the valence band discontinuity are independent of the ITO work function. The work function and the Fermi energy show opposite trends. The interface dipole potential δ also increases with the work function of the substrate, which is another way to display that the work function after adsorption does not depend on the ITO work function before adsorption. Kugler et al. [8] , who investigated the band alignment between organic polymers and differently treated ITO surfaces, used a plot similar to the one shown in Figure 8 . In contrast to the behaviour of the ITO/4-DMABA interface, their interfaces exhibit a constant interface dipole potential δ, indicating a vacuum level alignment between ITO and the polymer layer. The latter behaviour therefore, confirms that the band alignment between ITO and 4-DMABA is determined by adjustment between the valence band maximum in the ITO and the HOMO level in 4-DMABA.
Schematic energy band diagrams showing the variation of energy band alignment for the ITO/4-MDABA interface are shown in Figure 9a . A different ionization potential of the ITO substrate is compensated by a different interface dipole potential δ. As a consequence, the distance between the ITO valence band maximum and the HOMO of the 4-DMABA, ∆E VB is independent of the ITO ionization potential and work function. The band alignment in the case of a vacuum level alignment as reported for most inorganic/organic interfaces is shown in Figure 9b . In this case, the interface dipole potential is negligible and the offset ∆E VB depends on the substrate conditions. 
Summary and Conclusions
The interface formation of 4-(Dimethylamino)benzoic acid and Sn-doped In 2 O 3 has been studied using in situ photoelectron spectroscopy. ITO films were prepared by magnetron sputtering with different surface orientation on single crystalline Y-stabilized ZrO 2 and with polycrystalline structure on quartz glass. Different surface treatments before adsorption of 4-DMABA have been applied. The work function of ITO before adsorption varied by more than 1 eV for the different treatments.
Adsorption of 4-DMABA was carried out by thermal evaporation. A self-limited adsorption behaviour was observed, indicating formation of a self-assembled monolayer. The layers are stable upon heating in vacuum up to 100 • C. Higher temperatures resulted in chemical decomposition of the molecules.
The work function of the ITO is substantially reduced to values as low as 2.82 eV. No dependence on surface orientation is observed. The energy band alignment at the ITO/4-DMABA interface is characterized by a constant ionization potential of 5.00 ± 0.08 eV and a constant energy difference between the ITO valence band maximum and the HOMO of 4-DMABA of ∆E VB = 1.15 ± 0.09 eV. This type of band alignment is characteristic for interfaces between inorganic semiconductors and differs from the vacuum level alignment typically observed for interfaces between organic semiconductors.
The variation of the work function after adsorption amounts to ∼1 eV. The variation is caused by a variation of the Fermi energy in the ITO substrate. Oxidizing conditions during ITO preparation result, in particular for room temperature preparation, in low Fermi energies and consequently to high work functions. Lowest work functions are obtained for room temperature deposited ITO films which were exposed to reducing surface treatments. For typical ITO surface conditions, such as observed after high-temperature deposition without further treatment, the work can be reduced to 3.1 ± 0.1 eV. 
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